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TXU-30 Benefits Deep TEM Survey

P

hoenix’s high powered TXU-30
transmitter has provided a significant advantage in the ongoing
study of HudBay Minerals’ deep, rich
polymetallic ore body at Lalor Lake,
Manitoba, Canada. The deposit, discovered in 2007, extends from approx.
–500m to –1500m below surface and is
still being explored at depth.
Discovery Geophysics Inc. of
Saskatoon (Canada) used an innovative
combination of three TEM components
from around the world to explore to
these great depths. Phoenix’s high-powered TXU-30 transmitter was used with
the sensitive, high-temperature SQUID
B-field TEM sensor from IPHT/Supracon
in Jena, Germany and the SMARTem
full-waveform receiver from EMIT in
Perth, Australia.
Discovery Geophysics developed the
system for uranium exploration in the
deepest parts of the Athabasca Basin.
However, to test the system over a
target deeper than any in the Athabasca,
a four-day trial was carried out in
December 2009 over the Lalor Lake deposit, particularly over the deep coppergold, massive sulphide lens, which
extends from –1200m to –1500m.
“The future of deep TEM exploration
is ultra-high sensitivity TEM detectors combined with high powered TEM
transmitters such as the Phoenix TXU30,” says Dennis Woods, chief geophysicist of Discovery Geophysics.
Hudbay Minerals Inc. discovered
the Lalor Lake deposit in March 2007,
following up a broad anomaly from a
conventional, fixed-loop TEM survey

with a Crone TEM system. At a depth of
–780m, the discovery hole intersected
24m of massive sulphides containing over 13% Zn. Subsequent drilling
outlined a sequence of stacked massive sulphide lenses (see drill section, p. 2)
comprising one of the most significant
recent base-metal discoveries in Canada;
as of October 2009, with indicated and
inferred resources of 17.3 MT with Zn,
Cu, Au and Ag.
The massive sulphide lenses are now
known to occur at –500m to –1500m
depth and dip at 20-30 degrees to the
northeast. These high-conductance
zones have been detected using a variety
of large-loop TEM surveys. However, at
this depth, the limited signal-to-noise
ratio of conventional systems reduces
continued on page 2

A Discovery Geophysics field crew works with a
Phoenix TXU-30 transmitter and other equipment at
HudBay’s Lalor Lake project, Manitoba, Canada. The
deposit is just southwest of the aptly named Town of
Snow Lake. Note the snowshoes and snowmobile in
background.
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Phoenix Transmitter Gives Advantage
continued from front page
the resolution to a single broad anomaly over the shallowest
lenses. Subsequent deeper ore zones were found mainly from
borehole TEM surveys and step-out drilling. The most recent
drilling has intersected the deepest and richest ore zone yet, a
copper-gold ore body that extends from –1200m to –1500m.
Hence the desire to look deeper, with better lateral and vertical
resolution. These goals require a stronger source and better latetime data.
The TXU-30 injected 20 amperes into a 2.7km x 2.0 km transmitter loop (108 Million amp-m2). “The high signal-to-noise
ratio provided by this large primary field, and the high sensitivity
of the IPHT HT SQUID, permits a more detailed interpretation
of the upper Lalor ore zones and, more importantly, possible
detection and resolution of the –1200m to –1500m deep copperAbove: Drill cross section. The surface elevation here is approx.
gold massive sulphide lens,” said Dennis Woods of Discovery
+300m ASL. The deepest part of ore zone 40 (red) is approx.
Geophysics.
1150m subsurface. The deepest hole (right hand side) is nearly
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Alan Vowles, HudBay project geoHudBay’s latest geophysical results 1700m deep. This image is from page 57 of the document “Lalor
physicist, said of the Lalor geophysical
NI 43-101 Technical Report, September 19, 2008” from HudBay’s
on March 9, 2010 at the PDAC
work, ”Since the original discovery
website. Note: zones deeper than zone 40 are not shown.
in Toronto, in a talk titled “Deepin March 2007, we have run various
seeking geophysics over the Lalor Lake
geophysical systems over the deposit.
deposit, northwest Manitoba: Discovery
Welcome:
Discovery Geophysics’ TEM system,
and follow-up test case study“. n
combining technology from three
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late-time TEM data, in part due to the
George at Phoenix
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greater source moment provided by
when he joined the
2008.pdf
the transmitter.”
company in Feb. ‘08.
As a member of the
Production Department team, he assembles and tests
transmitters. George holds a Business
degree (with a marketing concentration)
The front page describes exploration in HudBay’s Snow Lake mining camp. HudBay
from the University of Windsor. Like
is also the key player in the Flin Flon mining area, about 200km west of Snow Lake.
most of our employees, he is bilingual
(French and English). In his spare time,
The origin of Flin Flon’s name is linked
a bottomless lake in a submarine and
he enjoys travelling, writing and learnnot only to geology but to science
discovers a strange city where the local
ing a third language, Spanish.
fiction. Lore has it that prospector
currency is tin, the streets are paved with
Thomas Creighton (1879-1949) found,
gold and the city is ruled by women.
during his wilderness travels, a copy
In 1915, Creighton and fellow prosCorrection to Issue 48: Although
of a 1905 science fiction novel, The
pector David Collins discovered a rich
Northwest of Moscow was the first
Sunless City. The novel tells the tall
vein of almost pure copper near Ross
company in Russia to perform Marine MT
tale of prospector Josiah Flintabbaty
Lake; supposedly the lake brought the
surveys with Russian-made equipment,
Flonatin (Flin Flon) who passes
novel to mind and Creighton named their
the first marine MT surveys in Russia
through a gold-lined hole, explores
discovery Flin Flon’s Mine.
were done earlier by Sevmorgeo, with
At the discovery site, Hudson Bay
equipment made outside Russia. The findMining and Smelting Company quickly
ings, Investigation of complex geological
structures on the base of marine MT, by
established a mine with one of the largest
Matveev et al., were presented in March,
smelters in Canada. With this investment
2006 at the annual SPMI EM geophysical
by HBM&S, Flin Flon rapidly developed
seminar.
into a thriving community.

How Flin Flon Got Its Name
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Taiwan
National Central University (NCU) of Taiwan has acquired three MTU-net
monitoring systems, the third generation of Phoenix equipment purchased by
the university. One of the stationary MT sites will be installed in the Penghu
Islands (also known as the Pescadores, Portuguese for “fishermen”), about
50km west of Taiwan. Right: Ph.D. candidate Han-Lun Hsu, front left, works
with a field crew and Phoenix engineer Gerry Graham.

Russia
On January 29, a bust of scientist Alexander Petrovich
Karpinsky was unveiled next to the institute in St. Petersburg
that bears his name, the A.P. Karpinsky Russian Geological
Research Institute (VSEGEI). Guests at the ceremony included
representatives of the Ministry of Natural Resources, the
Russian Academy of Sciences, both chambers of the Russian
Parliament, the Ministry of Education, President Medvedev’s
office, the Governor of St. Petersburg, and eight foreign geological surveys including those of Germany, China and Japan.
Alexander Karpinsky (1847-1936) was a Russian geologist
and mineralogist, born into a family of mining engineers. From
1857 to 1866 he attended the mining school in St. Petersburg.
He studied and taught at the Institute from 1869 to 1885 and
was imperial director of mining research from 1885 to 1916.
Karpinsky was noted for his prolific research (chiefly in
the Urals) on various geological subjects, especially paleontology, mineralogy and petrology. He also completed the first
geological map of European Russia and, during the Russian
Revolution, saved scientific equipment and invaluable records.
Karpinsky was elected to the Russian Academy of Sciences
in 1886 and became its first elected president in May 1917,
holding the title until his death in 1936. He is buried in the
Kremlin Wall Necropolis in Moscow.

Above: Left to right, Prof. V. Litvinenko, Rector of SPMI, delivering a speech; Dr. Oleg Petrov, General Director of VSEGEI;
Dr. Andrei Morozov, Vice Chairman of RosNedra (geological branch of MNR); Dr. Viktor Orlov, Senator, Chairman
of Natural Resources Committee, President of the Russian
Geological Society and former Minister of Geology
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China
Above: Steve Wilton of Phoenix trains personnel of BGP
near Zhuozhou, autumn, 2009. BGP acquired a number of
MTU-net receivers for exploration.

Japan
Chiba University ordered two MTU-net receivers for delivery in mid-December, 2009. The lead researcher, Professor
Hattori, is interested in electromagnetic phenomena related
to earthquakes; he expects to use the equipment in both
stationary and mobile applications.

Costa Rica

The Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad (ICE) has purchased a V8 multifunction system. ICE has been a repeat
client since buying a V5 system in 1995. Phoenix and ICE
personnel are shown during the acceptance and field testing
in Proyecto Geotérmico Las Pailas last November.
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on the road
Uzbekistan: Leo Fox and
Olex Ingerov attended
the Second Uzbekistan
Electroprospecting Seminar
in Bukhara last October,
organized jointly by Phoenix
and Uzbekgeofizika.
Right: Delegates are pictured
in front of one of the city’s
many beautifully tiled walls.

China, below: James Kok of Phoenix
and Liu Guoqing, of Hengda Century,
our sales representative in China, prepare to greet visitors to the Phoenix/
Hengda booth at the 9th China
International Geo-electromagnetic
Workshop in Guilin, Nov. ‘09.

coming up
n April 5–7, St. Petersburg, Russia: EAGE

n June 14–17, Barcelona, Spain: EAGE

n May 12–19, Alexandrovka Field School, Russia

President’s Message

Tri llabe lle Dr i l l Hole

–500m

L a l o r L a k e Pr o j e
ct Deep Drill Hole

DEPTH (m)
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–1000m

Lalor Lake Deposit
40 Zone
HudBay, 2008
(see pp. 1 & 2)

Most people take for granted a low-cost,
abundant supply of all kinds of metals but
few understand the outstanding technological achievements of geophysics that
make this supply possible.
To illustrate deep exploration, as in
our front page story, the diagram at left
shows the depth of the deposits (approximately true size in cross-section)
compared to the height of well-known
towers.
Geophysicists look for, and often find,
“the needle in the haystack” and they do
it for the benefit of all. It’s no wonder our
profession attracts optimists who thrive
on challenges.

Turkmenistan: Phoenix exhibited at
the 14th Turkmenistan International Oil
& Gas Conference in Ashgabad in Nov.
‘09. Turkmenistan is a major gas exporter
to Europe and, as of Dec. ‘09, to China.
Below: In the Phoenix booth, left to right,
Sergei Musatov and Alexander Antonov
of Phoenix Central Asia Representative
Office in Tashkent; Leo Fox (holding the
“Diploma” presented to each exhibitor) and
Olex Ingerov of Phoenix.

For more info about the Trillabelle
deposit (bottom left of diagram), see
GEOPHYSICS 61, p 971–986, 1996,
“Magnetotelluric delineation of the
Trillabelle massive sulfide body in Sudbury, Ontario” by D. Livelybrooks et al.

–1500m

~Leo Fox
828m

Trillabelle Ore Body
Sudbury, Ontario
Detected by
Phoenix MT crew
& equipment, 1992
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